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ABSTRACT: We studied crystal structures in a monolayer
consisting of anisotropic branched colloidal (nano)octapods.
Experimentally, octapods were observed to form a monolayer
on a substrate with a square-lattice crystal structure by dropcasting and fast evaporation of solvent. The experimental results
were analyzed by Monte Carlo simulations using a hard octapod
model consisting of four interpenetrating spherocylinders. We
conﬁrmed by means of free-energy calculations that crystal
structures with a (binary-lattice) square morphology are indeed
thermodynamically stable at high densities. The eﬀect of the pod
length-to-diameter ratio on the crystal structures was also considered and we used this to constructed the phase diagram for these
hard octapods. In addition to the (binary-lattice) square crystal phase, a rhombic crystal and a hexagonal plastic-crystal (rotator)
phase were obtained. Our phase diagram may prove instrumental in guiding future experimental studies.
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Our group recently reported an experimental and simulation
study of the hierarchical self-assembly of anisotropic branched
colloidal nanocrystals, so-called octapods, into 3D superstructures in the liquid bulk phase.20 In this Letter, we extend
our ﬁndings to the formation of monolayers consisting of
octapods, which were obtained by a deposition−evaporation
procedure. In the experiments, we obtained monolayers in the
micrometer size range in which the octapods with a pod lengthto-diameter ratio of L/D ≈ 4.8 arranged into a square-lattice
crystal (SC). Here, we view the octapod as four interpenetrating pods of length L and diameter D. In addition, we
observed the formation of a monolayer with pieces of a binarylattice square crystal (BSC) for L/D ≈ 5.9. That is, a crystal
with a square-lattice structure for which neighboring particles
have a ﬁxed orientational diﬀerence, resulting in two square
sublattices with diﬀerent particle orientations. We also studied
the formation of these monolayers using Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations, where we modeled the octapods using four
interpenetrating hard spherocylinders, which were constrained
to move in a quasi-2D geometry. We found the high density
phase to be a SC or a BSC for values of L/D comparable to the
experiments. For lower L/D we observed a high-density
rhombic crystal (RC). Using free-energy calculations, we were
able to establish the phase diagram for our hard octapod model.
We observed a ﬁrst-order phase transition between the SC and

he study of nanocrystal monolayers oﬀers many
opportunities for the creation of new materials with
bulk properties that diﬀer substantially from the materials that
form by self-assembly in three dimensions.1,2 This has led to a
strong experimental and simulation interest in the behavior of
nanocrystals in a (quasi-)2D geometry, that is, three-dimensional (3D) particles conﬁned to a two-dimensional (2D)
geometry. For instance, the seemingly simple system consisting
of monodisperse hard disks in a 2D plane has sparked intense
debate on the nature of the 2D solid−liquid phase
transition.3−6 In addition, experiments and simulations7−14
showed that rod- and square-shaped convex anisotropic
particles display a rich mesophase behavior when conﬁned to
a (quasi-)2D geometry.
Advances in the synthesis of colloids and nanocrystals have
resulted in monodisperse samples consisting of complex
particles with anisotropic hard and soft interactions15−21 and
present many possibilities for further development in this ﬁeld.
Moreover, new simulation techniques are available to study the
experimentally observed phenomenology for these new
particles and to tackle the complex numerical problems such
investigations bring about.22−31 Only recently has the
investigation into the phase behavior of anisotropic particles
in (quasi-)2D by simulation been extended to the realm of
nonconvex particles.29 However, studying the phase behavior of
nonconvex particles under conﬁnement remains challenging
due to geometric restrictions and the complex interactions
between the particles.32
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substrate. This is the region where the retracting droplet pins
and depins during solvent evaporation and where the coﬀee
stain of accumulated material is formed.
In general, no square-lattices (SCs) of octapods were found
at the coﬀee stain region. Instead, they were frequent in the
inner regions of the substrate delimited by the coﬀee stain.
These are the locations on the substrate where material is
deposited during the last stages of solvent evaporation, i.e., are
the last locations from where the solution retracted prior to
complete evaporation. Here we found areas in which SCs
coexisted with chains (Figure 1b) and areas that were covered
only with SCs (Figure 1c,d). It is therefore likely that at these
stages the solution reaches a high concentration of octapods
and they start self-assembling. This assembly presumably takes
place with the constraint imposed by the substrate that restricts
octapod motion and rotation only to one plane, because we
observed that the octapods favorably touch the substrate with
four pod tips. In this speciﬁc sample, the substrate was a Si3N4
membrane, the pods of the octapod had an average L/D of 4.8,
and the unit cell in the SCs had a lattice size of 40 nm.
Deposition on various other substrates gave similar results (see
Figure 2 and also the Supporting Information). In general, the

the isotropic liquid (IL) phase. We also found a continuous
phase transition from the BSC to the SC in which only the
particle orientations changed, but the crystal lattice remains
unaﬀected. Finally, we found that the RC phase melted into the
IL via a hexagonal plastic-crystal (rotator) phase (HR).
The octapod-shaped nanocrystals used in the experiments
were synthesized according to literature procedures,19,20 also
see the Supporting Information. They are made of a central
core of CdSe and pods of CdS. These nanocrystals are coated
with a monolayer of surfactants (mainly alkyl phosphonic
acids), which make them soluble in nonpolar or moderately
polar solvents. The assemblies were prepared by drop-casting a
solution of octapods in toluene (10−8 M) on a substrate, after
which the solvent was allowed to evaporate at room
temperature. Evaporation of the solvent varied from sample
to sample, but in general did not take more than a few minutes.
The sample was then thermally annealed at 200 °C. We tested
the formation of the assemblies on various substrates.
When the samples were analyzed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), we found that in general diﬀerent regions
of the substrate presented diﬀerent types of octapod
organization. First, chains of interlocked octapods were found
all over the substrate where the solution had been deposited,
even though they were predominant at the “coﬀee stain” region
(Figure 1a).33 This represents a stripe of accumulated material,

Figure 2. High-resolution SEM secondary electron images and related
models showing the inﬂuence of the length-to-diameter ratio (L/D)
on the organization of the octapods. (a,c) For L/D = 4.8, only simple
square-lattice crystals were formed, while (b,d) for L/D = 5.9 binarylattice square crystals were occasionally found, as indicated by the
outline in (b). The scale bars are 100 nm.

Figure 1. High-resolution SEM low-angle backscattered electron
images of octapods with length-to-diameter ratio (L/D) of 4.8
deposited on a Si3N4 membrane. (a) Coﬀee stain region containing
mostly chains of octapods with interlocked conﬁguration (sketched in
the inset) embedded in an organic matrix; (b) region with coexisting
square-lattice crystals and packed chains; (c,d) diﬀerent magniﬁcations
of the central area delimited by the coﬀee stain. This area is
predominantly covered with square-lattice crystals. The scale bars in
(a−d) are 200, 200, 500, and 100 nm, respectively.

octapods were organized into simple SCs, like the ones shown
in Figure 1c,d and Figure 2a (in the latter case, the substrate is
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and the L/D of the
pods is again 4.8). However, for L/D ≈ 5.9 we also found
evidence of binary-lattice square crystals (BSCs), as predicted
by our simulations; this is shown in Figure 2b.
To help understand the experimental ﬁndings, we performed
MC simulations for which we modeled the octapod-shaped
nanocrystals by four hard interpenetrating spherocylinders.
These models were constrained to move in a quasi-2D
geometry where the tips touch a ﬂat substrate, see the
Supporting Information for further details. The model is
completely described by the length-to-diameter ratio L/D of
the spherocylinders with L the length (excluding the hemi-

including nanocrystals and often also excess organics, that was
generated during the evaporation of the solvent and that
delimited the whole region of the substrate where the original
droplet was sitting. It is very likely that the chains of interlocked
octapods were already present in the solution prior to
deposition, as shown by us in our previous work.20 A plausible
explanation for their accumulation at the coﬀee stain region is
that they were preferentially dragged, by convective ﬂow,
toward the contact line of the drying solution with the
5300
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Figure 3. (a) The hard spherocylinder-based octapod model for diﬀerent length-to-diameter ratios: L/D = 0.2, 1.0, and 2.0 (left column); and L/D =
3.0, 5.0, and 6.0 (right column); the bottom octapod (L/D = 7.0) shows our length L and diameter D deﬁnition. (b) Top views of quasi-2D densepacked structures obtained for various L/D values. A rhombic crystal (RC) for L/D = 1.0, a noninterlocking square-lattice crystal (SC) for L/D =
4.0, a binary-lattice square crystal (BSC) for L/D = 6.0, and an interlocking SC for L/D = 7.0 are shown. For the BSC, the two octapod orientations
are accentuated using color. (c) The L/D-volume fraction phase diagram for hard octapods in a quasi-2D system. The light-gray area indicates the
coexistence region and the dark-gray area indicates the forbidden region above the maximum packing fraction (thick black line). We show the stable
hexagonal plastic-crystal (rotator) phase (HR) in the inset; the color illustrates the octapods’ orientation. The blue circles indicate the isotropic liquid
(IL) phase-coexistence volume fraction, the blue squares the HR and SC coexistence volume fractions. The solid blue lines are a guide to the eye.
The SC-BSC transition is indicated by brown stars and thin dash-dotted lines, The RC-HR transition by brown triangles and thick dash-dotted lines,
and the RC-SC transition by red squares and red dashed lines.

Figure 4. The distribution of the diﬀerence in orientation (in degrees) between neighboring octapods with L/D = 6.0 for several values of the
reduced pressure P* = PA/kBT, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, P is the pressure, and A is the planar area enclosed by the
box. We also show snapshots and structure factors (insets) to illustrate the state of the system: (a) P* = 0.230, (b) P* = 0.260, (c) P* = 0.280, and
(d) P* = 0.450. The blue dots show measured values for the distribution; the blue lines show a single or double-Gaussian ﬁt to the simulation results.
The dashed green lines in (b) give the distribution function obtained by a double-Gaussian ﬁt.

spherical caps) and D the diameter. Figure 3a shows our model
for several choices of L/D. Note that for L/D = 0 the model
reduces to a sphere. Using our model and a crystal-structure
prediction algorithm similar to that of refs 28 and 34, we were
able to show that the high-density structures observed in the
experiments can be explained by excluded volume interactions
only. Here we assumed that the van der Waals (vdW)
interactions between octapods20 are dominated by the
aggregation forces that occur during solvent evaporation,

thereby allowing for an accurate description using a hard
particle model. Figure 3b shows a visual representation of the
various high-density crystal structures that we obtained by
varying L/D ∈ [0,8]. The corresponding (maximum) packing
fraction is shown in the phase diagram of Figure 3c, where it is
denoted by the boundary of the black region. We obtained the
following high-density structures: rhombic crystals (RCs) for
L/D ∈ [0.0,1.7], square-lattice crystals (SCs) for L/D ∈
[1.8,5.0] ∪ [6.3,8.0], and binary-lattice square crystals (BSCs)
5301
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for L/D ∈ [5.1,6.2]. Note that for L/D ≳ 6.3 the SCs have an
“interlocking” property (they appear to overlap in the top view,
also see the Supporting Information).
By determining the equations of state (EOSs) for several
conveniently chosen L/D and performing free-energy calculations we were able to establish the full phase diagram of hard
octapods in our quasi-2D system; see Figure 3c. In addition to
the RC, SC, and BSC phase, we found an isotropic liquid (IL)
and a hexagonal plastic crystal (rotator) phase (HR). For the
SC−IL transition, we found a density jump and we conﬁrmed
the presence of a ﬁrst order phase transition. We observed that
the BSC melts into a SC, which subsequently melts into the IL
phase upon lowering the pressure. The stability of the BSC at
high pressures was further shown by preparing systems in a SC
arrangement and allowing these to evolve: in all cases, the SC
rearranged to form a BSC. The BSC−SC (solid−solid) phase
transition appeared continuous; both the EOS and the free
energy did not show a jump within the error bar.
Remarkably, during the BSC−SC transition only the
orientation of the particles changed, while the lattice itself
remained unaﬀected. We used this orientational dependence to
identify the BSC−SC transition point by examining the
distribution of the orientation diﬀerence between neighboring
particles. Figure 4 shows four of these distributions at several
pressures for octapods with L/D = 6.0. In the SC (Figure 4a),
we obtained a single-peak Gaussian distribution, because all
particles have nearly the same orientation. For the BSC phase,
the distribution has a double-peak Gaussian nature, because
there are two diﬀerent orientations, one for each (square)
sublattice (Figure 4c,d). Near the BSC−SC phase transition,
the two peaks merge into a single plateau (Figure 4b). We also
calculated the structure factor based on the center-of-mass
position of each particle, which showed that the square-lattice
structure does not change during the SC−BSC transition.
The RC was found to be the stable phase at high pressures
for octapods with L/D ∈ [0.0,1.7], however the phase appeared
to persist for L/D ∈ [0.0,2.2] at lower pressures. For L/D =
1.0, the RC melted into a HR phase upon lowering the
pressure. The EOS appeared continuous within our numerical
precision. We therefore located the solid−solid transition point
using the susceptibility of 4-fold bond orientational order
parameter χ4, which showed divergent behavior at the phase
transition.35 The HR phase melted into the IL phase upon
further lowering the pressure. We demonstrated that this phase
transition is ﬁrst order. For octapods with L/D = 2.0, the
densest structure is an SC. This SC melts into a RC at lower
pressures, which in turn melts into the HR and eventually into
the IL phase. The SC−RC phase transition appeared to be
continuous (possibly weak ﬁrst order) within the numerical
error.
In conclusion, we have shown that it is possible to prepare
monolayers consisting of octapod-shaped nanocrystals arranged
in a square-lattice crystal by drop-casting a suspension of
octapods on a substrate and allowing the solvent to evaporate.
The formation of square lattices is favored by the presence of
the substrate, which constrains octapod movement and rotation
to only one plane. Further improvements in the experimental
conditions might allow us to achieve square lattices that are
larger than those reported in the present work. These larger 2D
assemblies might be of use in device applications. For instance,
one monolayer of ordered octapods could be used to support a
sheet of graphene to promote charge transfer from the sheet to
the substrate, while keeping the substrate and graphene sheet

separated. Another potential use is as a templating agent, by
which the geometry of a second layer of particles can be
manipulated. To conﬁrm that the experimentally observed
structures could indeed form at high pressures based on
excluded-volume considerations only, we applied a variety of
quasi-2D MC simulation techniques on a hard-particle model
consisting of four interpenetrating hard spherocylinders. We
extended upon our high-pressure simulation results by
determining the full equilibrium phase diagram for octapods
constrained to this particular quasi-2D geometry upon varying
the length-to-diameter ratios for the constituent spherocylinders. In addition to the isotropic liquid phase, we found a
variety of crystal phases: a rhombic crystal, a square-lattice
crystal, a binary-lattice square crystal, and a hexagonal plasticcrystal (rotator) phase. Using free-energy calculations and by
examining global bond-orientational order parameters, as well
as the associated susceptibilities, we were able to establish the
nature of the various solid−solid and solid−liquid phase
transitions. Our results are useful for future experimental
studies of monolayers consisting of anisotropic branched
nanocrystals and are an initial step toward describing the
(out-of-equilibrium) formation of the experimentally observed
monolayers.
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